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Journey Towards a Billion
Quarterly newsletter of the Lighting a Billion Lives© Initiative
Journey Towards a Billion is a quarterly update on the latest developments in the Lighting a Billion Lives© (LaBL)
Programme, the off-grid market and the global energy access scenario. Shared with all member organizations
and individuals within the LaBL network and with our online readers, Journey Towards a Billion is an inclusive
newsletter welcoming articles, opinions and stories of change in energy access and clean lighting from India
and the world. For comments, questions, or suggestions, please contact our team at Lighting a Billion Lives© at
labl@teri.res.in
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Commentary
Of the 1.3 billion people in the world who still lack access to electricity, nearly 30% are in India alone. In this
conspectus, TERI’s ‘Lighting a Billion Lives©’ (LaBL) and ‘Improved Cook Stove’ (ICS) initiatives are benchmarks in
its work for global sustainable development and its commitment towards creating innovative solutions for a better
tomorrow.
While the LaBL programme aims to bring decentralized clean lighting solutions to millions of energy poor by
replacing kerosene and paraffin lanterns with affordable solar lighting devices; the ICS program has been set up
with an objective to reduce indoor air pollution and the hardships of women through the provision of clean and
efficient cooking solutions.
Both programmes are being implemented through an entrepreneurial model of energy service delivery. Solar lighting
products and improved cooking stoves are being disseminated through the establishment of local ‘energy value
chains, linked to grass root entrepreneurs (Energy Enterprises), which form the backbone of the wholesale and retail
market channel. Lighting a Billion Lives© is supported by leading global and national developmental organizations,
corporations and government institutions. The Programme also receives strategic support from the Department
for International Development (DFID), United Kingdom to increase access to clean energy lighting and cooking
technologies in energy poor areas of India and Africa.
Over the years, both programmes have successfully evolved from being purely grant-based initiatives to more
strategic, collaborative and convergent enterprise based models. This has intrinsically involved the building of
capacities of stakeholders at various levels of the value chain, to enable them to function in a self-reliant and
sustainable manner.
As the programmes continue to receive encouraging response and support from all its stakeholders, we at
TERI remain committed and passionate to promote sustainable ‘clean energy for all’ for inclusive growth and
development. We are confident that we will continue to make a difference to communities in India, South Asia and
Africa, and impact their lives in a meaningful way through our partnerships with institutions and individuals who
share our vision in reaching out to a wider community.

I H Rehman
Director
Social Transformation Division, TERI

Programme Update
The following snapshot captures the Programme’s progress since its inception in 2008 in India and other parts of the
world.

INDIA
23 States
2753 Villages
577438 Households

GLOBAL
12 Countries
Africa, South Asia
Over 40000 Households

108850
Solar
Lanterns
Disseminated

12830
Solar Micro
Grid
Connections
Provided

7094
Solar Home
Lighting
Systems
Installed

7793
Integrated
Domestic
Energy
Systems
Installed

Training & Capacity Building:
Introducing innovative delivery models:
Installation of solar lighting solutions;
Dissemination of improved cookstoves

Over
3.5 Million
Lives Positively
Impacted
Through
Education,
Health and
Livelihood
Opportunities

We are grateful to our 153 grass-root partners and 17 technology partners for their collaboration and support in
making this impact. We are also thankful for the invaluable support of our partners for the development of efficient
solar lanterns and for the on-ground establishment of solar charging stations, micro grids, home lighting systems
and integrated domestic energy systems.
We are pleased to inform our readers that 121 public and private corporations, 99 individual donors, 26 multi/
bi-lateral agencies, 47 government and public sector undertakings and 215 other sponsors have been a part of
this collaborative process, enabling Lighting a Billion Lives© to emerge as an umbrella campaign and become a
catalyst of change.

Off-grid lighting has the potential to not only reach energy poor masses
sooner than grid connected electricity, but is also geared towards
positive environmental implications by depending on resources that
are renewable and clean.
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CSR Project Highlights
Lighting a Billion Lives© works with several national and
multinational corporations to align their CSR objectives
with the Programme’s clean energy access mandate.
As project manager and implementer, TERI leads the
implementation process by identifying villages and
partner organizations, selecting appropriate candidates
to be appointed as village level entrepreneurs, creating
awareness, identifying installation sites as well as
overseeing the design specifications, procurement,
installations and commissioning of solar charging
stations, micro grids, home lighting systems and
integrated domestic energy systems in each home and

7
13

Projects
Concluded
in 2014

village. TERI also builds capacities of newly established
energy enterprises to operate, maintain and manage
installed solutions and essentially works to strengthen
the local energy value chain by facilitating the
establishment of linkages between key stakeholders.
In making access to clean energy solutions a ground
reality, Lighting a Billion Lives© is thankful to all its
sponsor partners, whose generous financial support has
enabled better lighting, cleaner indoor environments
and improved living conditions in millions of homes
across India.

We’d like to thank our key Sponsors Partners
•
•
•

State Bank of India • Union Bank of India •
Indus Towers
Rail Vikas Nigam Limited • Power Finance Corporation
Rural Electrification Corporation • Power System Operation Corporation

New Projects
Launched in
2014

These include 5 renewed
partnerships and 8 new
collaborations for interventions in
11 Indian states - Uttar Pradesh,
Bihar, Jharkhand, Odisha,
Assam, Madhya Pradesh,
Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh,
West Bengal, Jammu & Kashmir
and Meghalaya.

Lighting a Billion Lives© welcomes its new Sponsor Partners on board:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NTPC • IDBI Bank • GAIL Limited
Bank of India • Indus Towers
GMR Kamalanga Energy Ltd
Union Bank of India • Rural Electrification Corporation
Rail Vikas Nigam Limited • Utkal Alumina Refinery, Hindalco
Pradeep Phospates Limited, Orissa
Power System Operation Corporation
Power Finance Corporation

The lack of access to clean cooking and lighting alternatives
hinders progress and development, adversely impacting health, safety
and the environment.

DFID-TERI Partnership for Clean Energy Access :
Africa Update
The DFID – TERI Partnership for Clean Energy Access in Africa is a collaborative action research venture to pilot
scalable business models for the provision of clean cooking and lighting solutions to poor households, with a
special focus on Kenya and Ethiopia.
Initiated in 2011, the approach is aimed at
increasing the community’s awareness and at
creating demand for clean energy products and
services, thereby promoting the use of improved
cooking and solar lighting solutions on a much larger
scale. Increased private sector participation, in
partnership with the government, NGOs and research
institutions, has been key to achieving these results
through the establishment of clear performance
standards and the development of sustainable business
models that address underlying issues including
demand generation, mass production
and distribution channels, selection and training of
sellers, financing, education of users, after sales
servicing and maintenance.
The four main action areas under the project include:
P Stakeholder networking and outreach
P Multi-stakeholder training and capacity building
P Implementation of cook stoves and solar lighting
solutions
P Policy engagement for accelerated development of
the sector
Project Target: To reach 2,00,000 people by 2015
through the adoption of clean lighting and cooking
solutions in 40,000 households.

Project Achievement as of 2015:

33,124

improved cookstoves
disseminated

23,411

solar lighting
solutions installed

Over

3,00,000

people reached
Significantly larger impacts are expected through
demonstrations and the replication of best practices
and processes which have been strengthened through
piloting and innovation in both technologies and
business models. 10 new technologies and delivery
models for clean lighting solutions have already been
developed and tested under the project in Africa.
Project implementation is being carried out through two
national focal points (ACTS in Kenya and HoAREC/N
in Ethiopia), under an incentive based model that
incentivizes 13 private and developmental organizations
in Ethiopia and 6 in Kenya, based on the number of
systems sold. Nearly 700 people have been trained
through trainings and workshops conducted under the
program, including capacities built for over 450 solar
and cookstove technicians and trainers.

In Ethiopia, TERI concentrated
on developing and strengthening
the energy value chain through
the facilitation of SMEs, helping
them build backward channel
linkages and by providing
technology based training and skill
development.
In Kenya, where the market is
comparatively more developed in
solar PV products, TERI employed
an incentive based model to
encourage distributors to scale up
distributions through the creation of
a sales force who received a portion
of the payment from every sale.
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INNOVATION
Technology: Integrated Domestic
Energy System (IDES)
While 1.3 billion people in the world lack access to
electricity, more than double that number (nearly
2.7 billion) lack access to modern, clean cooking
technologies, depending instead on traditional forms
of fuel like wood, dung, coal and other biomass for
their energy needs. However, while many countries are
making efforts to tackle the energy access problem,
their approach has mainly been concentrated on
electricity centric interventions with a specific focus
on extending centralized grid facilities to the energy
poor communities. In this scenario, energy required
for cooking often takes a back seat, reflected
by the fact that while the majority of energy poor
communities have electricity or access to clean lighting
technologies, only a fraction of those have access to
alternatives for clean cooking.
Introducing clean cooking alternatives has not been
easy, because any improved or modern energy
option has to compete with non-expensive traditional
cooking methods, in this case stoves similar to a three
stone fire, which require smaller investments and
have negligible operational costs. Also, even though
improved cook stoves have been in the market for
some years now, their technology is still in a state
of evolution with several adoption issues that make
it hard for them to gain acceptance with the rural
poor. As manufacturers developed models that were
technically efficient fuel burning machines, the “one
size fits all” concept failed to take into account diverse
functional and cultural preferences – making it a
difficult product to introduce and disseminate into all
markets. Other key concerns included, finding a willing
manufacturer to produce stoves on a large scale,
setting up dedicated supply chains and assembly
lines, keeping costs to a minimum and getting assured
buyers. There were also issues of quality that needed
to be addressed in order to make the cookstove a
durable and efficient product. The improved cookstove
as a stand-alone product came with a solar panel
and a battery. However, in most cases, although the
stove itself was durable and made of steel, there were
inherent quality issues with the solar panel and battery,
as these were non-standardized components and had
no operational guarantees.
Therefore in order to compete with non-expensive
traditional cooking methods, in addition to price
subsidies and customizable models there is also

a need for innovative dissemination and marketing
methods that position an improved cookstove as a
useful, transformative and economical alternative, worth
spending the extra money on. Experience from the field,
particularly through a number of TERI initiated projects,
has shown that cooking energy options can successfully
reach deprived households by piggybacking on other
clean energy options as an ‘add-on’ component. For
instance, if lighting options were integrated with cooking
energy alternatives, then the integrated option becomes
relatively more attractive than merely trying to sell the
stove as a stand-alone product to the community.
This field experience and feedback prompted TERI
to work on developing an integrated household
system that addressed lighting and cooking energy
requirements through a single unified system and
resulted in the creation of the Integrated Domestic
Energy System (IDES). The system incorporates the
improved cookstove into the solar PV based lighting
solution and is customizable through a wide range
of cooking energy options that can be configured to
serve individual household requirements at a very
nominal extra cost. The IDES also adheres to required
benchmarks of thermal efficiency and emission factors
and by making the improved cookstove a part of the
larger standardized lighting solution, it takes care of
the quality aspect of components as well.
The IDES therefore concentrates on three key areas to
enhance and improve the dissemination and adoption of
improved cookstoves:
• Cost: An improved cookstove, at INR 4200, was an
expensive commodity to buy at the local market.
Even after being heavily subsidized, the cookstove
costed INR 2700, where the stove alone was

for approximately INR 1000, the solar panel for
INR 1200 and the regulator for INR 500. Most end
users did not see a value in purchasing such a
costly product, that too when an improved cookstove
was not even a primary requirement as far as energy
needs were concerned. Therefore, the first step
in making the product affordable was to replace
the steel body with a locally available cheaper
alternative – such as cement or mud, drastically
reducing material and manufacturing costs.
•

Supply Chain: Owing to slow adoption rates of
commercially produced improved cookstoves, it
was important to create a system that ruled out
the large manufacturer and his limited distribution
networks and pave the way for local, energy
enterprise (EE) level assemblies. All EEs under
the Programme underwent skill development
trainings, making them self-sufficient and well
equipped to produce cookstoves on order at zero
risk. This not only made it possible to modify the
cookstove based on end user preferences and
usage behavior but also allowed flexibility in terms
of multiple size options and production volumes.

•

Standardization through Integration: A major
shortcoming of the improved cookstove were the
non-standardized regulator and panel components.
By integrating the cookstove into the popular
solar home lighting solution, TERI ensured that the
cookstove now became a part of a standardized
and properly assembled system that accounted
for the stove’s energy requirement and provided
a longer backup as well as reliable clean cooking
solution. This also translated into a monetary benefit
for the end user, who would now get a clean cooking
alternative with their solar home lighting solution at a
much cheaper price of INR 600.

The IDES is a first of its kind innovation in the field of
clean energy access that brings the clean cooking
issue at the same level of attention as clean lighting in
a consolidated, responsive and viable format. Since
its introduction in July 2014, TERI has successfully
disseminated and installed nearly 8000 IDES systems
in rural households across Uttar Pradesh, Orissa, Bihar,
Madhya Pradesh and Meghalaya.
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Delivery Model: Entrepreneurial Model
of Energy Service Delivery - The Energy
Enterprise
The genesis of the Energy Enterprise (EE) lies in the
DFID-TERI Partnership for Clean Energy Access and
Improved Policies for Sustainable Development, that
was founded on the primary objective of creating a
sustainable infrastructure for the delivery of energy
services to poor households in India and Africa. Under
this partnership, TERI built further on the enterprisebased delivery model that was already in operation as
part of its Lighting a Billion Lives© programme, where
the provision of basic lighting solutions was being
promoted through village level enterprises (VLEs)
who held a nominal stake in the capital cost of the
intervention and were responsible only to the extent
of the operation and maintenance of solar charging
stations or micro grids individually assigned to them.
It was however recognized that for energy provisioning
to become independent and sustainable, a mid-level
enterprise that took care of provisioning, delivery
and maintenance and after sales would be a more
appropriate entity in creating a market led energy
provisioning process. Also, in addition to being a
financially viable business opportunity, the enterprise

Access to Rural
Distribution Channels,
Product Innovation,
Policy Change

Technical &
Business
Capacity
Building

also needed to be socially and culturally sensitive
towards the market it was addressing. This formed the
ideal backdrop for TERI to create a group of mid-level
Energy Enterprises (EEs) that served as agents of last
mile delivery for lighting and cooking technologies,
after sales services and as catalysts to bring together
social and commercial approaches for a viable market
environment. The model integrated stakeholders across
the energy value chain, identified the nature of their
interest (commercial/social) in the provisioning process,
and aligned these to create synergies that made the
solar solution more relevant and affordable to the
end user.
A typical energy enterprise serves a cluster of villages
and is owned by rural entrepreneurs willing to invest
their time and resources into a service based clean
energy business, screened and selected by TERI.
Energy Enterprises were formalized as for-profit
institutions nationally recognized as “Uttam Urja Shops”
and were commissioned in 9 states in India to serve
three primary objectives:
(a) sale of clean energy technology
(b) rectification and maintenance of clean technology
solutions disseminated by TERI
(c) business development by generating user demand
and by initiating partnerships

Product supply,
Warranties, Credit,
Spare parts

Grass root
Partner
(NGO)

Manufacturer

Branding,
Marketing &
Promotions

Linkages with
Manufacturers,
suppliers & FIs

Awareness,
Benefits, New
Market Access

Energy
Enterprise

Equipping the EE to provide reliable and responsive
after sales maintenance services

End User

Product Range
Lanterns, SMG installations, panels, home light
systems, IDES, improved cook stoves, spares
and luminaries

Interest buy-down,
Facilitation Fee
Local Financial
Institution (RRB/MFI)

Small Consumer
Loans, Interest
subsidies

The energy enterprise occupies a key position in the
value chain - functioning as a retailer as well as a liaison
between the manufacturer and end user – supporting
the supply of quality products and reliable maintenance
services to the end user and providing critical feedback
and market intelligence to the manufacturer. Since the
availability of quality products and efficient after sales
services are key to the success and sustainability
of a clean technology solution, a network of Energy
Enterprises (EE) was and continues to be developed
across the country with a special focus on energy
starved states.
As capacitor and facilitator, TERI strengthens the EE
through the establishment of linkages between key
stakeholders and by providing necessary training,
promotions and brand building support to empower
the EE to sustain operations independently. More
specifically, TERI assists the EE in identifying quality
products and components to be sourced from the
market, facilitates the creation of a supply and

credit linkage with manufacturers and local financial
institutions, and builds the EE’s capacities in business
processes, technological skill, marketing and client
management. Establishing an EE helps create
the desired ecosystem for the promotion of clean
technologies – since the EE occupies a key position
in the value chain as a liaison between manufacturers
and users.
There is significant diversity in the social and economic
background of the entrepreneurs associated with the
program. There are large-scale manufacturers, women
groups, village cooperatives, village-level retailers
and technicians who operate independent energy
enterprises. TERI provides targeted support to these
enterprises through capacity building, absorbing
transaction costs and research support. As a part of
creation and subsequent strengthening of local clean
energy value chains, TERI has facilitated nearly 250
‘Energy Enterprises’ across India.

FROM SOLAR SHOP TO ENERGY ENTERPRISE: RIYA SOLAR
Sandeep Singh began as a small time shop owner in Kannauj, an ancient city known for its history and
heritage in the state of Uttar Pradesh, India. Before joining the TERI-DFID programme as an Energy Enterprise
(EE), Sandeep operated for a few years as an enrolled ‘Akshay Urja Shop’ under the Indian Government’s
drive to make solar energy products easily available in rural and semi-rural regions. However, after the initial
establishment support, Sandeep’s solar activities remained restricted to basic promotions and the sale of cheap
and low quality, often Chinese made, solar products. Business suffered as his products did not last very long
and he did not have the necessary skills or spares to make repairs or replacements.
In 2012, TERI identified Sandeep as a suitable EE. With requisite capacity building, training and skill
development workshops to initiate him as an EE, Sandeep developed a better understanding of solar
technologies, their benefits and long term cost implications and the importance of maintaining a quality
standard in products that he offered to his customers. With an investment of 0.15 million rupees, Sandeep
re-established himself as a TERI empaneled energy enterprise, re-christening his solar shop as Riya Solar and
actively began promoting high quality clean energy products.
As Sandeep worked closely with TERI, within the first year of operations he was able to supply and install
solar charging stations at numerous villages within his district. Subsequently, his areas of operation expanded
to include 3 more districts and he earned exponential revenues to the tune of 7.4 million rupees by the end
of his second financial year. TERI also helped Sandeep establish supply linkages with quality solar product
manufacturers including Green Light Planet, D.light and Gautam Solar; battery suppliers including Southern
Batteries, Base and Exide and solar PV manufacturers.
In the next financial year, 2014-15, Sandeep started diversifying into other solar products and took up the
installation of turnkey solar systems including solar micro grids and integrated domestic energy systems (IDES)
and concentrated more and more on better quality products. With a healthy revenue track record, Sandeep was
also now able to easily source loans from the bank. He further collaborated with two other well performing EEs
in neighboring districts and provided installation and maintenance support in addition to becoming a supplies
hub for them. At the closing of this financial year in March 2015, Sandeep booked a revenue of 13.7 million
rupees and continues to grow his business every month.
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STORIES OF CHANGE
Worldwide women and girls are disproportionately and more severely affected by the lack of access to energy.
Lighting a Billion Lives© encourages the inclusion of women in energy provisioning wherever possible, by including
women as active participants in the provisioning process – as valuable contributors in grassroot level roles of
entrepreneurs, service providers and promotion agents and enhances their position from being merely recipients
of energy solutions to empowered participants – disintegrating gender stereotypes and effecting positive societal
transformations.

Rasulan’s Story: A visually
impaired girl who became
an entrepreneur
Like her four brothers, Rasulan was born blind. Her
large family of seven had no physical assets like land,
agricultural machinery or any form of employment
that could have ensured a steady and reliable flow
of income. To support their family, Rasulan’s parents
worked as daily wage laborers and were barely able
to meet their basic needs for survival. When Shramik
Bharti, a Lucknow based NGO and empaneled
grassroot partner of the Lighting a Billion Lives©
programme, learned about Rasulan and her family’s
situation, they encouraged her to become a member
of one of their self-help groups. They also tied up with
a local medical institution for the visually impaired
and worked with Rasulan and her four siblings to
provide them basic levels of education and specialized
training to be more independent and productive. As a
result, Rasulan and her brothers developed a sense
of confidence and became more interactive with the
outside world.
Following this, Rasulan was nominated by her self-help
group members to be appointed as VLE (village level
entrepreneur) under TERI’s clean energy program,
to run and operate a solar charging station. With
proper training and capacity building from TERI,

customized and simplified to help Rasulan gain a sound
understanding of running a solar charging station and
to operate it independently, she became an earning
member in her family and despite her visual impairment,
was the only one to bring in a regular source of income
that allowed her family to fulfill their basic requirements
as well as set some money aside in savings.
These savings were then invested in setting up a small
daily needs shop, the operation of which was jointly
handled by all members of the family, and the revenues
from which provided them with the chance to break out
of their helpless and poor living conditions, to that of a
more dignified and respected one.

Rasulan’s story is a simple but powerful example of the positive and empowering outcome of women’s inclusion
in the energy access value chain. It demonstrates the need for the identification of roles, simple as they may
be, such that the ripple effect of women’s participation not only strengthens the delivery of energy services, but
also results in their development and empowerment and of the community as a whole.

EVENTS
THE SECOND ANNUAL UNITED NATIONS

SUSTAINABLE ENERGY FOR ALL FORUM
Financing Sustainable Energy for All
17–21 May 2015 • se4allforum.org
As host institution of the Global Capacity Building Hub of SE4All and to advance the global momentum for the
achievement of SE4All’s goals, TERI is conducting two sessions as part of the United Nations’ Second SE4ALL
Forum on the 18th and 19th of May, 2015 at the Sheraton Hotel, New York. The sessions bring together experts
in the area of climate change and high level representatives from national governments, UN agencies, bilateral and
multilateral institutions, corporations, civil societies and the academia.
On 18th May 2015, the session titled “SE4All Capacity Building Hub”, will inform on the progress of the Hub’s
ongoing activities and bring into focus further opportunities for collaboration.
Monday, 18 May 2015: Multi-Stakeholder Sessions – Sheraton Times Square Hotel, New York
Room G: 9:20 – 10:35 AM
On 19th May 2015, the session titled “Launch of Short Lived Climate Pollutants” will include the launch of a
first of its kind monitoring methodology developed by Project Surya and The Gold Standard Foundation. The
methodology quantifies and monitors emission reductions in black carbon and other such co-emitted species and
has received enormous support from the Global Alliance for Clean Cookstoves and the Department for International
Development, Government of United Kingdom.
Tuesday, 19 May 2015: Multi-Stakeholder Sessions – Sheraton Times Square Hotel, New York
Room A: 2:40 – 3:55 PM
Announcing the

Lighting a Billion Lives©
Convention 2015’

07-08 October, 2015, India Habitat Center, New Delhi

2015 is a significant year as the global community comes together to develop
pathways of resolution for the most defining challenges of our times. As the
world steps into the new era of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) this
September, the Lighting a Billion Lives© Convention 2015’ is a collective
platform to facilitate the integration of ‘global access to clean lighting’ with
initiatives in the areas of livelihoods, health and education, while keeping a
special focus on women and the girl child.
The Convention brings together global leaders from the government, finance,
business, academia and civil society to share their ideas, experiences and to
build partnerships that re-vitalize the global momentum for access to clean
energy to advance the Sustainable Development Goals. The Convention will
also set in motion discussions for the prioritization of sustainable energy
access for the poor for further deliberation at the UNFCCC Conference of
Parties 21 (COP 21) to be held in December 2015.

Block your calendar and watch this space for more details!
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Recently, Nepal was hit by a devastating earthquake, killing thousands and rendering many homeless across Nepal, India
and neighbouring countries. TERI is collaborating with disaster relief organizations in Nepal to provide lighting support
through solar lanterns to the affected masses.
Donate now and support earthquake relief efforts: http://www.teriin.org/supportnepal/

Journey Towards a Billion
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The Energy and Resources Institute
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